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Abstract
Much heavier sfermions of the first-two generations than the other superparticles pro-
vide a natural explanation for the flavor and CP problems in the supersymmetric standard
model (SUSY SM). However, the heavy sfermions may drive the mass squareds for the
light third generation sfermions to be negative through two-loop renormalization group
(RG) equations, breaking color and charge. Introducing extra matters to the SUSY SM,
it is possible to construct models where the sfermion masses are RG invariant at the two-
loop level in the limit of vanishing gaugino-mass and Yukawa-coupling contributions. We
calculate the finite corrections to the light sfermion masses at the two-loop level in the
models. We find that the finite corrections to the light-squark mass squareds are negative
and can be less than (0.3 − 1)% of the heavy-squark mass squareds, depending on the
number and the parameters of the extra matters. We also discuss whether such models
realized by the U(1)X gauge interaction at the GUT scale can satisfy the constraints from
∆mK and ǫK naturally. When both the left- and right-handed down-type squarks of the
first-two generations have common U(1)X charges, the supersymmetric contributions to
∆mK and ǫK are sufficiently suppressed without spoiling naturalness, even if the flavor-
violating supergravity contributions to the sfermion mass matrices are included. When
only the right-handed squarks of the first-two generations have a common U(1)X charge,
we can still satisfy the constraint from ∆mK naturally, but evading the bound from ǫK
requires the CP phase smaller than 10−2.
1 Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) has enjoyed remarkable successes in describing physics down to a
scale of 10−18 m, the weak scale. However, the quadratically divergent radiative correction to
the Higgs boson mass leads to the well-known naturalness problem. Supersymmetry (SUSY)
provides a solution to this problem by extending the chiral symmetry to the scalar partners.
At present, the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) is considered to be the most
promising candidate beyond the SM [1].
The MSSM is severely constrained by flavor physics. Introduction of SUSY-breaking terms
provides new sources of the flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC’s) and CP violation. For
instance, the experimental value of the mass difference between KL and KS, ∆mK , leads to
the upper bound on the squark contribution written as
sin2 θd˜
(
∆m2
d˜
m¯2
d˜
)2 (
30 TeV
m¯d˜
)2
<∼ 1, (1)
in a basis where the quark mass matrices are diagonal [2]. Here, m¯2
d˜
is the averaged squark
mass, and ∆m2
d˜
and sin2 θd˜ are the mass-squared difference and the mixing angle between the
down-type squarks of the first-two generations. In order to satisfy this constraint, i) ∆m2
d˜
≃ 0
(degeneracy [3]), ii) sin θd˜ ≃ 0 (alignment [4]), iii) m¯d˜>∼ 30 TeV (decoupling [5]), or the hybrid
of them is required.
In this article, we discuss the third possibility, the decoupling scenario. In this scenario,
the masses for the third generation squarks, Higgsinos, and gauginos are of the order of the
weak scale while the other squarks and sleptons are heavy enough to suppress the FCNC and
CP-violating processes. This is still natural at the one-loop level, since the squarks and sleptons
of the first-two generations are not strongly coupled with the Higgs boson. This mass spectrum
is sometimes called as effective supersymmetry or the more minimal supersymmetric standard
model. It is realized in the anomalous U(1) SUSY-breaking models [6, 7], U(1)′ models [8],
composite models of the first-two generation particles [9], or radiatively-driven models with
specific boundary conditions [10].
However, this scenario generically suffers from a problem that the third generation sfermions
obtain the vacuum expectation value (VEV), breaking color and charge [11, 12]. At the two-
loop level the heavy first-two generation sfermions contribute to the the renormalization group
(RG) equations for the third generation sfermion masses through the gauge interactions. The
RG equations for the SUSY-breaking sfermion masses m˜2r through the SM gauge interactions
are given by [13]
µ
dm˜2r
dµ
=
∑
A
8
(
αA
4π
)2
CAr
∑
s
TAs m˜
2
s
+2
(
αY
4π
)
Yr
∑
s
Ysm˜
2
s +
∑
A
8
(
αY
4π
)(
αA
4π
)
Yr
∑
s
YsC
A
s m˜
2
s, (2)
at the two-loop level in the DR
′
scheme [14]. Here, we have taken a limit where the gaugino
masses vanish. An index A (= 1 − 3) represents the SM gauge groups, and we have adopted
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the SU(5)GUT normalization for the U(1)Y gauge coupling (α1 ≡ (5/3)αY ). TAr , CAr and Yr
are the Dynkin index, the quadratic Casimir coefficient and the hypercharge for the sfermion
r, respectively. We find that all sfermion mass squareds contribute to the RG equations at
the two-loop level. Thus, the contribution from the heavy sfermions may destroy the mass
spectrum by driving the light-sfermion mass squareds to be negative at low energies. This
fact makes it difficult to construct models where such a hierarchical sfermion mass spectrum is
generated at much higher energy scale than the weak scale.
However, the hierarchical mass spectrum can be stabilized against the RG evolution if
the following relations among the SUSY-breaking mass squareds for the heavy sfermions are
imposed [15]: ∑
r
TAr m˜
2
r = 0, (3)∑
r
Yrm˜
2
r = 0, (4)∑
r
YrC
A
r m˜
2
r = 0, (5)
for A = 1 − 3. These relations cannot be satisfied by the heavy MSSM sfermions alone,
since all of them have positive SUSY-breaking mass squareds. However, the relations can
be satisfied if we introduce extra fields with negative SUSY-breaking mass squareds which
transform nontrivially under the SM gauge groups, since the sum is taken over the extra fields
as well as the heavy MSSM sfermions. The extra fields should have the supersymmetric masses
to avoid the breaking of the SM gauge groups caused by their condensations. Thus, the extra
fields have to be in vector-like representations of the SM gauge groups, and we call them extra
matters. The supersymmetric masses for the extra matters should not be much larger than the
SUSY-breaking scalar masses. Otherwise, the large radiative correction is generated below the
energy scale where the extra matters are decoupled. We refer this extension of the MSSM to
the Natural Effective SUSY SM (NESSM), hereafter.
The NESSM can be realized by assuming that the SUSY-breaking masses for the heavy
sfermions and extra matters are generated by a D-term VEV of some U(1)X gauge interaction
such that m˜2r = Q
X
r 〈−DX〉. The U(1)X should be broken in order to give the supersymmetric
masses for the extra matters. In terms of the U(1)X charges, Eqs. (3, 4, 5) are written as∑
r
TAr Q
X
r = 0, (6)∑
r
YrQ
X
r = 0, (7)∑
r
YrC
A
r Q
X
r = 0. (8)
The first equation corresponds to vanishing mixed anomalies between U(1)X and the SM gauge
groups. The second and third ones mean that U(1)X has no kinetic mixing with U(1)Y at
the one- and two-loop levels. If U(1)X is anomaly-free and all fields charged under U(1)X are
embedded in the SU(5)GUT multiplets, Eqs. (6, 7) are satisfied automatically. In this case, we
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have only to choose the U(1)X charges for the extra matters to satisfy Eq. (8). Even if U(1)X
is anomalous, however, we can still construct a model in which some of the fields are decoupled
at the U(1)X breaking scale and Eqs. (6, 7, 8) are satisfied at low energies.
In this article, we calculate the finite corrections to the light-sfermion mass squareds at the
two-loop level in the NESSM, assuming that all fields are embedded in the SU(5)GUT multiplets
at the GUT scale. In the NESSM, while the dangerous contributions which lead to color and
charge breaking do not exist in the RG equations for the SUSY-breaking scalar masses, the
finite corrections from the heavy sfermions and the extra matters at the two-loop level may still
drive the light-sfermion mass squareds to be negative. We find that the finite corrections to
the light-squark mass squareds depend on the number and the parameters of the extra matters
and they are less than (0.3− 1)% of the heavy-squark mass squareds.
We also discuss whether the models in which the NESSM is realized by the U(1)X gauge
interaction at the GUT scale (MGUT ≃ 2 × 1016 GeV) are viable or not in the light of the
experimental constraints. The anomalous U(1) SUSY-breaking model given in Ref. [15] is an
explicit example for such models. On this setup, the supergravity contributions to the SUSY-
breaking terms, which are generically non-universal in flavor space, are suppressed compared
with the U(1)X D-term contribution. Moreover, the breaking of the U(1)X symmetry can natu-
rally explain the hierarchical structure of the quark and lepton masses by the Froggatt-Nielsen
mechanism [16]. In this paper, we consider the constraints from ∆mK and ǫK , which lead to
the severest bound on the heavy-sfermion mass scale. We find that, when both the left- and
right-handed down-type squarks (only the right-handed squarks) of the first-two generations
have common U(1)X charges, the contributions to ∆mK and ǫK (∆mK) are sufficiently sup-
pressed without spoiling naturalness even if the flavor-violating supergravity contributions to
the sfermion mass matrices are included.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we show our setup and the U(1)X
charge assignments. We explain that the squark and slepton masses are inversely related to
the quark and lepton masses through their U(1)X charges. In Section 3, we derive the formula
for the finite corrections to the light sfermion masses at the two-loop level in the NESSM, and
evaluate them numerically. In Section 4, using the constraints from ∆mK and ǫK the lower
bounds on the third generation sfermion masses at the GUT scale are derived. We neglect the
effects of the Yukawa interactions in Section 3 and 4, since they are model-dependent. The
effects are evaluated in Section 5. We also discuss the three-loop RG contributions to the light
sfermion masses there. Section 6 is devoted to the conclusions and discussion. In Appendix A,
we review the anomalous U(1) SUSY-breaking model given in Ref. [15] as one of the explicit
realizations of the NESSM. In Appendix B, we show the complete formulae for the contributions
to the light sfermion masses from the heavy ones at the two-loop level. The formulae for ∆mK
and ǫK are given in Appendix C.
3
2 Setup
In this section, we show the setup of the NESSM on which we perform our analyses in later
sections. In the NESSM, the SUSY-breaking scalar masses for the heavy sfermions and extra
scalars are given by the U(1)X D-term. We here assume that the nonzero U(1)X D-term is
generated associated with the breaking of the U(1)X gauge symmetry caused by the VEV of a
Φ field which has a U(1)X charge of −1 (QXΦ = −1). In this case, the U(1)X D-term is related
to the F -term of the Φ field at a (local) minimum of the potential as follows:
−DX = g
2
X
M2X
| − FΦ|2, (9)
whereMX (= gX | 〈Φ〉 |) is the U(1)X gauge boson mass. Here, we have assumed that the VEV’s
and F -terms of the other fields are negligibly small for simplicity. Then, the relation between
the supergravity contribution m0 and the U(1)X D-term (mD ≡
√
| −DX |) is given by
m0 ≃ | − FΦ|
Mpl
=
| 〈Φ〉 |
Mpl
mD, (10)
where Mpl is the reduced Planck scale (Mpl ≃ 2×1018 GeV). This shows that the supergravity
contributions to the sfermion masses are, in general, suppressed compared with the D-term
contribution, mD, as long as | 〈Φ〉 | is smaller than Mpl. Then, the U(1)X charged sfermions
have large masses of the order of the U(1)X D-term,mD, while the neutral sfermions only receive
smaller masses of order m0 from the supergravity contributions. In order to obtain desired mass
spectrum, we set m0 to be of the order of the weak scale and | 〈Φ〉 |/Mpl ≃ (10−1 ∼ 10−2).
Next, we consider the U(1)X charge assignment. We assume that all the fields of the NESSM
are embedded in SU(5)GUT multiplets at the GUT scale. It not only maintains the successful
gauge coupling unification but also guarantees vanishing U(1)Y D-term contribution at the
one-loop level (Eq. (7)). We also assume that one pair of the extra matters are introduced
in (5+ 5⋆) representation of the SU(5)GUT for simplicity. The extension to the other cases is
straightforward. Then, the U(1)X charges for the 5 and 5
⋆ extra matters, QX
5ex
and QX
5⋆ex
, are
determined from those for the quarks and leptons in the SM to satisfy Eqs. (6, 8) as
QX
5ex
= −2
3∑
i=1
QX
10i
, (11)
QX
5⋆ex
= −
3∑
i=1
(QX
10i
+QX
5⋆i
), (12)
where QX
10i
and QX
5⋆i
(i = 1 − 3) are the U(1)X charges for the quarks and leptons embedded
in the 10 and 5⋆ representations of the SU(5)GUT, respectively. An index i represents the
generation.
The U(1)X charges for the SM matter multiplets are determined by the following consider-
ations. The naturalness argument tells us that the superparticles which are strongly coupled
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with the Higgs boson are necessary to have masses around the weak scale and thus should have
zero U(1)X charges. This requires that Q
X
103
= 0, since the top squarks and left-handed bottom
squark are coupled with the Higgs boson through large top Yukawa coupling. On the other
hand, the superpartners of the light quarks and leptons have to be heavy enough to sufficiently
suppress the FCNC processes, so that they should have positive U(1)X charges. This explains
the hierarchy of the quark and lepton masses naturally by the Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism,
since the Yukawa matrices are generated through the VEV of the Φ field suppressed by suitable
powers of 〈Φ〉 /Mpl [16] as
W =
3∑
i,j=1
(fu)ij
( 〈Φ〉
Mpl
)QX
10i
+QX
10j
Ψ10iΨ10jHu
+
3∑
i,j=1
(fd)ij
( 〈Φ〉
Mpl
)QX
10i
+QX
5⋆j
Ψ10iΨ5⋆jHd, (13)
where Hu and Hd are the Higgs doublets for which we have assumed the vanishing U(1)X
charges. Thus, it is possible to reproduce the observed quark and lepton mass matrices with
(fu)ij , (fd)ij = O(1) if we appropriately choose the U(1)X charges Q
X
10i
and QX
5⋆i
[17].
According to the above arguments, we consider the following U(1)X charge assignments:
Model I II III IV
QX
101
1 2 2 2
QX
102
1 1 1 1
QX
103
0 0 0 0
QX
5⋆1
1 1 1 2
QX
5⋆2
1 1 1 1
QX
5⋆3
0 1 0 1
QX
5ex
−4 −6 −6 −6
QX
5⋆ex
−4 −6 −5 −7
Here, the U(1)X charges for the Higgs multiplets are zero in all the models and the charges
for the extra-matter multiplets were determined by Eqs. (11, 12). Model (I) is the simplest
possibility realizing the decoupling scenario. In this model, the FCNC’s are strongly suppressed
due to the degeneracy of the SUSY-breaking masses between the first-two generation sfermions,
while the hierarchy among the quark and lepton masses cannot be explained completely. Models
(II-IV) are motivated to explain the fermion mass hierarchy by the Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism.
In particular, in Models (II, IV) the second and third generation doublet leptons have the same
U(1)X charges, Q
X
5⋆2
= QX
5⋆3
, so that the observed large mixing between νµ and ντ [18] is
naturally explained.1 In these models, the FCNC processes are less suppressed than in Model
(I). Models (II, III) have non-degenerate SUSY-breaking masses for the left-handed down-
type squarks in the first-two generations. Thus, K0-K¯0 oscillation has dominant contribution
1 Models (II) and (IV) prefer large and small angle MSW solutions to the solar neutrino problem, respectively
[19, 20].
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from the off-diagonal elements in the left-handed squark mass matrix. Model (IV) has non-
degenerate SUSY-breaking masses for both the left- and right-handed down-type squarks in
the first-two generations, so that K0-K¯0 oscillation receives contributions from off-diagonal
elements of both the left- and right-handed squark mass matrices. As a result, Model (IV) is
more severely constrained from K0-K¯0 mixing than Models (II, III), as will be discussed later.
We now discuss the other SUSY-breaking parameters. Since the gaugino masses are con-
strained by naturalness argument, we consider them to be of the order of the weak scale. Indeed,
in the anomalous U(1) SUSY-breaking model given in Appendix A, the gaugino masses arise
from the F -term of the dilaton field [21] and their sizes can be of the order of the weak scale [22].
We treat the gaugino mass (at the GUT scale) as a free parameter in the phenomenological
analyses below. Also, the superpotential Eq. (13) generates the SUSY-breaking trilinear scalar
couplings,
(Au)ij = (Q
X
10i
+QX
10j
)
FΦ
〈Φ〉 , (14)
(Ad)ij = (Q
X
10i
+QX
5⋆j
)
FΦ
〈Φ〉 . (15)
The (Au)ij and (Ad)ij are defined by Lsoft = (yu)ij(Au)ijψ˜10iψ˜10jhu + (yd)ij(Ad)ijψ˜10iψ˜5⋆jhd.
The (yu)ij and (yd)ij are the Yukawa couplings W = (yu)ijΨ10iΨ10jHu + (yd)ijΨ10iΨ5⋆jHd,
and ψ˜ and h represent the scalar components of the corresponding supermultiplets Ψ and H ,
respectively. From Eq. (10), we find that Au ≃ Ad ≃ mD except for the ones which involve
only the light sfermions.
The supersymmetric masses and the holomorphic SUSY-breaking masses for the extra mat-
ters come from the U(1)X symmetry breaking. The supersymmetric masses should be of the
same order with mD as we mentioned in Introduction. While these features are naturally ex-
plained in the explicit model given in Ref. [15] (see Appendix A), we mainly adopt a phenomeno-
logical approach in this article and take the masses as input parameters. We parameterize the
supersymmetric and holomorphic SUSY-breaking mass parameters as
Wex = mψ Ψ3exΨ3⋆ex +m
′
ψ Ψ2exΨ2⋆ex, (16)
Lex, soft = −(Fψ ψ˜3exψ˜3⋆ex + F ′ψ ψ˜2exψ˜2⋆ex + h.c.). (17)
Here, the triplet extra matters Ψ3ex and Ψ3⋆ex and the doublet extra matters Ψ2ex and Ψ2⋆ex
are embedded in the Ψ5ex and Ψ5⋆ex . In this article, we impose the SU(5)GUT relations on
the supersymmetric and the holomorphic SUSY-breaking masses, mψ = m
′
ψ and Fψ = F
′
ψ, at
the GUT scale unless otherwise stated. Then, the masses for the heavy sfermions and extra
matters are completely determined by three free parameters mD, mψ and Fψ once a U(1)X
charge assignment is specified.
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3 Corrections to the Light Sfermions
In the NESSM, the two-loop RG contributions to the light sfermions are canceled between
the heavy sfermions and the extra-matter multiplets. However, there are still negative finite
corrections. In this section, we numerically estimate the effects of the finite corrections in
various cases, using their explicit form which is completely calculated at the two-loop level
in Appendix B. We conclude this section by showing how hierarchical the sfermion mass
spectrum can be in the NESSM without breaking color and charge, comparing the NESSM
with the original effective SUSY in which there is no extra-matter multiplet.
Now, let us numerically estimate the finite corrections in the models discussed in the pre-
vious section. We first consider Models (I, II). In these models, the U(1)X charge assignments
are consistent with the SU(5)GUT and the extra-matter multiplets have an invariance under
the parity Ψ5ex ↔ Ψ5⋆ex , so that the finite corrections to the light sfermions, m2f˜ ,finite, take
relatively simple forms. The explicit expressions for m2
f˜ ,finite
are given in Eqs. (117, 118, 119) in
Appendix B. These expressions can be further simplified in the case of one-pair extra-matter
multiplets as follows:
m2
f˜ ,finite
= 4
∑
A
(
αA
4π
)2
CA
f˜
{
−TrF˜
[
TAF˜ m
2
F˜
(
log
m2ψ
m2
F˜
+
1
3
π2
)]
+
1
2
m2ψ G(y1, y2)
}
+4
∑
A
(
αY
4π
)(
αA
4π
)
Yf˜ TrF˜
[
YF˜C
A
F˜ m
2
F˜ logm
2
F˜
]
, (18)
where
G(y1, y2) =
(
y1 log y1 − 2y1Li2(1− 1
y1
) +
1
2
y1Li2(1− y2
y1
)
)
+ (y1 ↔ y2), (19)
y1 ≡ m
2
1
m2ψ
, y2 ≡ m
2
2
m2ψ
, (20)
where F˜ denotes the heavy sfermions; m1 and m2 are the mass eigenvalues for the extra scalars
(see Appendix B). Here, we have neglected the difference between the supersymmetric masses
(and the holomorphic SUSY-breaking masses) of the triplet and doublet extra matters for
demonstrational purpose, though it will be included in later numerical calculations.
The first term of the first line in Eq. (18) gives dominant contributions to the light-sfermion
mass squareds. They are negative and could cause color and charge breaking since mψ > mF˜ .
The second term has the same form as the scalar mass squared generated by integrating out the
messenger fields in the gauge-mediated SUSY breaking mechanism [23]. Therefore, it gives the
positive contributions almost proportional to the SUSY-breaking bilinear coupling Fψ of the
extra scalars. Even if Fψ = 0, however, G(y1, y2) remains positive, since m
2
1 and m
2
2 are smaller
than m2ψ by the U(1)X D-term. The last term which is generated through U(1)Y D-term does
not give significant contributions due to the smallness of the hypercharge gauge coupling. The
renormalization-point dependence of the term is canceled out due to Eq. (8).
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Figure 1: Finite corrections to the light squarks through the strong interaction. The percentages
on the figures represent the ratio of the finite corrections to the heavy-sfermion mass scale,
m2q˜, finite/m
2
D. The left figure is in Model (I) and the right is in Model (II). The left side of the
solid line is excluded since the mass squared for the extra scalar is negative and color is broken.
Here, we have taken mD = 10 TeV and evaluated all the parameters at µ = 10 TeV.
In order to see the dependence of the finite corrections on mψ, mD and Fψ, we fix the heavy-
sfermion mass scale mD = 10 TeV as an overall scale and take mψ/mD and Fψ/(mψmD) as
remaining two dimensionless free parameters. The ratio mψ/mD must be of order unity in the
NESSM, since otherwise the heavy sfermions generate the large radiative corrections below the
scale mψ where the extra-matter multiplets decouple. Then, Fψ/(mψmD) should not be much
larger than one to avoid the negative mass squared for the extra scalar. Indeed, Fψ/(mψmD)
is of order unity in the explicit example constructed.
Fig. 1 illustrates the dependence of the finite corrections on these two parameters. As an
example, we consider the corrections to the light squarks in Models (I, II) and plot the ratio
of the finite corrections to the heavy sfermion mass-scale squared m2D. Here, we only take into
account the dominant two-loop contribution through the strong interaction, that is we drop
the last term and set A = 3 and C
(3)
f˜
= 4/3 in Eq. (18). The minimum of the ratio is −0.36%
(mψ/mD = 2.2) and −0.54% (mψ/mD = 2.7) in Models (I) and (II), respectively, when Fψ = 0.
The difference between Models (I) and (II) in Fig. 1 comes mainly from the group-theoretical
factor in Eq. (18), TrF˜
[
TA
F˜
m2
F˜
]
/m2D = TrF˜
[
TA
F˜
QX
F˜
]
, which is 4 in Model (I) and 6 in Model
(II). Thus, the corrections in Model (II) are larger than in Model (I) approximately by a factor
of 1.5.
The ratio given in Fig. 1 determines how hierarchical the sfermion mass spectrum can be
without breaking color and charge. Since the bare mass mq˜,0 for the light squarks has to be
larger than these negative corrections, it gives a lower bound onmq˜,0. In Model (I), for example,
we obtain
m2q˜,0 ≥ −m2q˜,finite ≃ 0.4%×m2D, (21)
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when the supersymmetric mass for the extra matter, mψ, is not much larger than mD as
discussed in the previous section.2 Since mq˜,0 set the scale for the light sfermion masses, we
find that the splitting between the heavy and light sfermions cannot far exceed an order of
magnitude. In the case of the original effective SUSY models (models without extra-matter
multiplets), the RG contributions to the light sfermions, m2
f˜ , log
, are written by solving the RG
equation Eq. (2) as follows:
m2
f˜ , log
(µ) = 4
∑
A
CA
f˜
bA
TrF˜
[
TA
F˜
m2
F˜
](
αA(µ)
4π
− αGUT
4π
)
, (22)
where bA is the coefficient for the one-loop beta function of the SM gauge coupling and αGUT is
the gauge coupling constant at the GUT scale. Here, the contributions from the U(1)Y D-term
are neglected. In Model (I), for example, radiative corrections to the light squarks through the
strong interaction are estimated as
m2q˜, log(µ = 10 TeV) ≃ −2.3%×m2D, (23)
so that the bare light-squark mass squared m2q˜,0 should be larger than about −m2q˜, log(µ =
10 TeV) ≃ 2.3%×m2D. The rough estimations in Eqs. (21, 23) show that the splitting between
the heavy and light sfermion masses in the NESSM can be more than twice larger than in the
original effective SUSY. This conclusion remains true even if full radiative corrections are taken
into account, as will be shown below.
We here comment on the effect of introducing more than one pairs of extra-matter multiplets.
If we introduce more extra-matter pairs, the extra matters could have smaller U(1)X charges
satisfying Eqs. (6, 8) and thus smaller supersymmetric masses. Thus, we can reduce the finite
corrections to the light-sfermion mass squareds by introducing more extra matters, since it is
the supersymmetric mass for the extra matters that determines the size of the negative finite
corrections. For example, the minimum size of the finite corrections with Fψ = 0 in Model
(I) are reduced to −0.36%, −0.30%, −0.26%, and −0.24% by introducing one, two, three and
four pairs of Ψ5ex and Ψ5⋆ex, respectively. However, introducing extra matters changes the beta
functions, so that the behavior of the gauge couplings becomes worse at high energy in this
case. In this article, we limit ourselves to the case of one pair of Ψ5ex and Ψ5⋆ex, hereafter.
We now include the effects from the gauginos. Since the gauginos give positive RG contribu-
tions at the one-loop level, they relax the lower bounds on the light sfermion masses. The lower
bounds on the light sfermion masses can be determined as follows. We first set the boundary
conditions at the GUT scale 2× 1016 GeV: we, for simplicity, take the universal gaugino mass
m1/2 and give the bare mass m0 to the light sfermions at the GUT scale. Then, we run all the
soft SUSY-breaking masses using two-loop RG equations. We neglect the effects of the Yukawa
2 In the region where mψ/mD
>∼O(10) and Fψ/(mψmD) = O(10), the finite corrections can be much smaller
due to the accidental cancellation between the negative contribution from the heavy-sfermion loops and the
gauge-mediated contribution from the extra-matter multiplets. However, this does not necessarily mean that
more hierarchical superparticle mass spectrum can be realized, since the gluino mass receives the correction
from the extra-matter loops (mg˜ ≃ (α3/4π)(Fψ/mψ) ∼ 0.1mD).
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Figure 2: Lower bounds on the mass ratios of the light sfermions to the heavy sfermions in
Model (I). m0 and m1/2 represent the light sfermion and gaugino masses at the GUT scale,
respectively. The regions below the curves are excluded, since the light sfermions indicated by
various lines have negative mass squareds at the weak scale, breaking color and charge. Here,
we have set mD = 10 TeV and mψ = 2.0 ×mD at the GUT scale, and neglected the Yukawa
couplings.
couplings, since they are rather model-dependent without the assumption of universal scalar
masses. The effects will be discussed in Section 5. The heavy sfermions are decoupled at the
scale mD = 10 TeV, where the full finite corrections are added to the light sfermions. The
positive contributions from the gauginos are included from the GUT scale to the scale where
the gluino decouples. After these steps, if any light sfermions have negative mass squareds at
the weak scale, the parameter region is excluded and we need larger value of m0 at the GUT
scale.
In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we have plotted the lower bounds on the light sfermion masses m0 as a
function of the gaugino mass m1/2 in Models (I) and (II). The m0 and m1/2 are the GUT-scale
values and normalized by the heavy-sfermion mass scale mD. In each figure, the left graph
(ESSM) is in the case of the original Effective SUSY SM (without extra-matter multiplets) and
the right one (NESSM) is of the Natural Effective SUSY SM. We have taken the supersymmetric
mass mψ for the extra-matter multiplets as mψ = 2.0×mD in Model (I) and mψ = 2.5 ×mD
in Model (II) at the GUT scale. The various curves represent the lower bounds on the bare
masses for the indicated light sfermions, below which they have negative mass squareds at the
weak scale. From Figs. 2 and 3 we find that in the NESSM the light sfermion masses and/or the
gaugino masses can take values less than half in the ESSM without breaking color and charge.
This in turn means that we can obtain more hierarchical mass spectrum in the NESSM than
in the ESSM.
Note that we have assumed that the triplet and doublet extra matters have the same
supersymmetric masses at the GUT scale. Then, at low energy the supersymmetric mass
for the triplet extra matter becomes about twice as large as that for the doublet one due to the
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Figure 3: Lower bounds on the mass ratios of the light sfermions to the heavy sfermions in
Model (II). We have set mD = 10 TeV and mψ = 2.5×mD at the GUT scale.
RG evolution. As a result, we cannot take the supersymmetric mass which minimizes the finite
corrections in Fig. 1, since then the doublet extra scalar has negative mass squared. Thus, if
we allow different supersymmetric masses for the triplet and doublet extra matters at the GUT
scale, we can further reduce the size of finite corrections.3 In this case, however, the running
masses for the triplet extra scalars take negative values at the high-energy scale, which means
that the scalar potential has another minimum at the nonzero values of the triplet extra scalars.
In the rest of this section, we consider Models (III, IV). The finite corrections in these
models are given by Eqs. (114, 115, 116) in Appendix B. They take less simple forms due to
the absence of the parity between the extra-matter multiplets, Ψ5ex ↔ Ψ5⋆ex . In Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5, we have plotted the lower bounds on m0 in Models (III) and (IV), respectively. We have
taken the supersymmetric mass for the extra-matter multiplet as mψ = 2.5 × mD in Model
(III) and mψ = 2.7×mD in Model (IV) at the GUT scale. All the other parameters have been
taken the same as in Models (I, II).
The main difference of Models (III, IV) from Models (I, II) is the existence of the one-loop
U(1)Y D-term,
m2
f˜ ,FI−1loop
=
(
αY
4π
)
Yf˜ TrR
[
YR cos 2θ
(
m21 logm
2
1 −m22 logm22
)]
, (24)
where R denotes the extra matters. This term arises because the RG evolution from the
GUT to low-energy scale splits the supersymmetric masses for the triplet and doublet extra
matters. However, the corrections Eq. (24) do not dominate the two-loop contributions, since
the hypercharge gauge coupling is much smaller than the strong coupling and there is no
enhancement by factors such as 4 or TrF˜
[
TA
F˜
m2
F˜
]
in Eq. (18). As a consequence, Figs. 4 and
3The different supersymmetric masses for the triplet and doublet extra matters do not necessarily contradict
with the GUT, since we can make them split using GUT-breaking VEV such as 〈Σ(24)〉.
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Figure 4: Lower bounds on the mass ratios of the light sfermions to the heavy sfermions in
Model (III). We have set mD = 10 TeV and mψ = 2.5×mD at the GUT scale.
5 are roughly the same as Figs. 2 and 3. Nonetheless, we can still find the small effects of the
one-loop U(1)Y D-term. In Model (III), the lower bound on the mass for u˜3 is tighter than that
for q˜3, since a positive one-loop U(1)Y D-term is generated. In Model (IV), the lower bound
on the mass for e˜3 is much larger than that in Model (II) because of a negative one-loop U(1)Y
D-term.
4 Constraints from K0-K¯0 Mixing
K0-K¯0 mixing gives the severest constraints on the masses for the first-two generation sfermions
in flavor-changing processes. In this section, we calculate the lower bounds on the heavy-
sfermion mass scale mD from the KL-KS mass difference ∆mK and the CP-violating parameter
ǫK . Combining these bounds on mD with the bounds on the mass ratio m0/mD given in the
previous section, we obtain the lower bounds on the light sfermion masses m0 at the GUT scale.
It turns out that no severe fine tuning is needed in the NESSM, compared with the original
Effective SUSY SM (ESSM).
We first discuss the structure of the mass matrix for the down-type squarks, since it induces
a dominant flavor violation in K0-K¯0 mixing through the gluino-squark box diagram. We
restrict our attention to the contribution from the heavy first-two generation squarks below.
The mass matrix for the down-type squarks in the U(1)X gauge basis is given by
M2 =
(
M2LL 0
0 M2RR
)
, (25)
where we have set the left-right mixing mass terms zero due to the smallness of the correspond-
ing Yukawa couplings. The left- and right-handed squark mass matrices M2LL and M
2
RR consist
12
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Figure 5: Lower bounds on the mass ratios of the light sfermions to the heavy sfermions in
Model (IV). We have set mD = 10 TeV and mψ = 2.7×mD at the GUT scale.
of two parts as follows:
M2LL =M
2
LL,D +M
2
LL,0, M
2
RR =M
2
RR,D +M
2
RR,0. (26)
M2LL,D and M
2
RR,D come from the U(1)X D-term and are proportional to their U(1)X charges,
M2LL,D =
(
QX
101
0
0 QX
102
)
m2D, M
2
RR,D =
(
QX
5⋆1
0
0 QX
5⋆2
)
m2D. (27)
M2LL,0 and M
2
RR,0 are contributions from supergravity, whose components are of the order of
the light-sfermion mass squared m20 and induce flavor violation,
4
M2LL,0 =
(
O(m20) O(m
2
0)
O(m20) O(m
2
0)
)
, M2RR,0 =
(
O(m20) O(m
2
0)
O(m20) O(m
2
0)
)
. (28)
The SUSY contribution to K0-K¯0 mixing is controlled by two parameters qualitatively,
as shown in Appendix C: the averaged squark masses m¯2LL, RR and the off-diagonal elements
δLL, RR.
5 The averaged squark masses m¯2LL and m¯
2
RR are given by
m¯2LL =
√
QX101Q
X
102
m2D, m¯
2
RR =
√
QX5⋆1Q
X
5⋆2
m2D, (29)
where we have neglected O(m20) contributions. On the other hand, δLL and δRR are the off-
diagonal elements of the squark mass matrices normalized with the averaged squark masses, in
4 If the U(1)X charges for the first and second generations are different, the off-diagonal elements of M
2
LL,0
and M2RR,0 are suppressed by (〈Φ〉 /Mpl)|Q
X
101
−QX
102
| and (〈Φ〉 /Mpl)|Q
X
5⋆1
−QX
5⋆2
|, respectively.
5In the following figures, we use the exact formula for the K0-K¯0 mixing given in Appendix C.
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a basis where the quark mass matrix is diagonal (see also Appendix C). In order to change the
U(1)X gauge basis to this basis, we introduce unitary matrices V
L and V R which diagonalize
the down-type quark Yukawa matrix given in the U(1)X gauge basis. We parameterize them
as
V L =
(
cos θL −eiαL sin θL
eiαL sin θL cos θL
)
, (30)
and V R with the replacement L→ R in V L. Then, the squark mass matrices,M2LL andM2RR,
in a basis where the quark mass matrix is diagonal are given by
M2LL = V L†M2LLV L, M2RR = V R†M2RRV R. (31)
Consequently, the off-diagonal element δLL is represented as follows:
δLL = −eiαL sin θL cos θL(QX101 −QX102)
m2D
m¯2LL
+O
(
m20
m¯2LL
)
, (32)
and δRR is obtained with the replacement L → R and QX10i → QX5⋆i. If QX101 6= QX102 , δLL is
dominated by the U(1)X D-term contribution and is given definitely up to the mixing angle
sin θL. On the other hand, if Q
X
101
= QX
102
, the U(1)X D-term contribution vanishes and the
second term dominates δLL. In this case, the off-diagonal element has a large model dependence
since we cannot calculate the supergravity contributions.
The contribution to K0-K¯0 mixing from the gluino-squark box diagram is calculated in
Appendix C. We have included the leading-order QCD corrections [24, 12] and used the bag
parameters obtained by lattice calculations [25, 26]. The details are given in Appendix C. The
constraints from ∆mK are summarized as follows:
δLL, RR <
m¯LL, RR
(25 ∼ 35) TeV , (33)
(δLLδRR)
1/2 <
(m¯LLm¯RR)
1/2
(150 ∼ 250) TeV . (34)
This shows that if δLL and δRR are of the same order, Eq. (34) gives about ten times as
severe bounds on the heavy squark masses as Eq. (33). Furthermore, if δLL and/or δRR have
CP-violating phases of order unity, the constraints from ǫK give twelve times severer bounds,
δLL, RR <
m¯LL, RR
(310 ∼ 430) TeV , (35)
(δLLδRR)
1/2 <
(m¯LLm¯RR)
1/2
(1900 ∼ 3100) TeV , (36)
as discussed in Appendix C.
Now, let us discuss Models (I-IV) in turn. In Model (I), the averaged squark masses are
m¯2LL = m¯
2
RR = m
2
D. (37)
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Since the U(1)X charges for the first-two generations are the same, theD-term contribution does
not induce any flavor violation. Thus, Model (I) is the hybrid scenario of the decoupling and
degeneracy in a sense. Then, the flavor violation comes from the supergravity contributions.
Although we cannot calculate the off-diagonal elements in this case, we expect δLL,RR to be of
order (0.1 ∼ 1)m20/m¯LL, RR. For simplicity, we here assume
δLL =
m20
m2D
, δRR =
m20
m2D
. (38)
Then, we obtain the bound on the light sfermion mass m0 from Eq. (34) as
m0 > (150 ∼ 250)
(
m0
mD
)3
TeV, (39)
if δLL and δRR do not have CP-violating phases. The ratio m0/mD is bounded from below in
Fig. 2 in the previous section, so that the lower bounds on m0 can be estimated as follows:
ESSM NESSM
m0/mD ≥ 0.18 m0/mD ≥ 0.07
m0 > (0.9 ∼ 1.5) TeV m0 > (60 ∼ 100) GeV
(40)
Here, the bounds on m0/mD are those for zero gaugino mass. Note that the lower bound on m0
depends on the third power of the ratio m0/mD in Eq. (39). As a result, although the bound on
m0/mD in the NESSM is only 1/2.5 of that in the ESSM, the bound on the light sfermion mass
m0 in the NESSM becomes much smaller than in the ESSM by a factor of (1/2.5)
3 ∼ 1/15.
If δLL and δRR have CP phases of order unity, the constraint from ǫK gives twelve times
larger bounds on m0 than that from ∆mK as,
ESSM NESSM
m0/mD ≥ 0.18 m0/mD ≥ 0.07
m0 > (11 ∼ 18) TeV m0 > (0.8 ∼ 1.3) TeV
(41)
Thus, it seems to require some tuning of the phases or electroweak symmetry breaking even in
the NESSM. In order to reduce the bound by a factor of 3, for example, the phase of δLLδRR
must be tuned to be 1/32 ∼ 0.1. However, including the gaugino contributions reduces the
lower bound on m0, so that we can, in fact, realize the hierarchical spectrum without tuning
as shown in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 6, we have plotted the lower bounds on m0, the masses for the various light squarks
and sleptons at the GUT scale, including the gaugino contributions. The horizontal axis repre-
sents the running gluino mass evaluated at the gluino decoupling scale, which is twice as large
as the GUT-scale gaugino mass m1/2 in the previous section. The boundary conditions at the
GUT scale, such asmψ = 2.0×mD, are the same as in the previous section. The only difference
from the previous section is that mD is not fixed to 10 TeV but varies with the constraints from
K0-K¯0 mixing.
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Figure 6: Lower bounds on the bare masses for the light sfermions in Model (I). The horizontal
axis represents the gluino running mass evaluated at the gluino decoupling scale, and the
vertical axis the indicated light sfermion mass at the GUT scale. The regions below the curves
are excluded due to the negative mass squareds for the corresponding sfermions. Bold lines
represent the constraints from ∆mK . Fine lines represent the constraints from ǫK with O(1)
CP phases.
Fig. 6 shows that there is no constraints from ∆mK in the NESSM. Moreover, the NESSM
solves the CP problem in K0-K¯0 mixing without tuning of the phases or electroweak symmetry
breaking. Note that the shape of the excluded region in Fig. 6 is very different from that in
Fig. 2. This is because mD can take a smaller value as m0 decreases,
mD > const.× (m0)2/3, (42)
as can be seen from Eq. (39). This is peculiar to the case where the flavor violation comes from
the supergravity contributions. In contrast, in the case where the U(1)X D-term contributes
to the flavor violation such as in Models (II-IV), the lower bound on mD does not change with
m0, so that the shape of the excluded region of m0 is similar to that of m0/mD in the previous
section.
Now, we turn to the other models. In Model (II), the averaged squark masses are given by
m¯2LL =
√
2m2D, m¯
2
RR = m
2
D. (43)
The left-handed down-type squarks of the first and second generations have different U(1)X
charges, so that the U(1)X D-term contribution induces flavor violation. In this case, the
mixing angle θL is necessary to determine δLL. Since the product of V
L and the diagonalizing
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Figure 7: Lower bounds on the bare masses for the light sfermions in Model (II). The constraints
from ∆mK (Eq. (33)) are plotted.
matrix for the left-handed up-type quark gives the Cabbibo angle sin θC = 0.22, it is natural to
take sin θL ∼ sin θC . Thus, we here take sin θL = 0.22 and set the off-diagonal element δLL as
δLL =
sin θL cos θL√
2
∼ 0.15. (44)
On the other hand, δRR is determined from the supergravity contributions and is more model-
dependent than δLL. Therefore, we here restrict our attention to the flavor violation from the
U(1)X D-term contribution and give the lower bounds on the light sfermion masses using only
the constraint on δLL. The supergravity contributions are discussed later.
Then, we obtain the following bound from Eq. (33):
m0 > (3.2 ∼ 4.4)
(
m0
mD
)
TeV. (45)
Since the bounds on the ratiom0/mD are given in Fig. 3 in the previous section, we can estimate
the lower bounds on m0 from ∆mK as
ESSM NESSM
m0/mD ≥ 0.22 m0/mD ≥ 0.09
m0 > (700 ∼ 970) GeV m0 > (290 ∼ 400) GeV
(46)
In Fig. 7, we have plotted the lower bounds on m0 in Model (II) including the effect of the
gaugino masses. It shows that we can take more natural mass scale for the light sfermions in
the NESSM than in the ESSM. If δLL has a phase of order unity, however, the lower bounds on
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Figure 8: Lower bounds on the bare masses for the light sfermions in Model (III). The con-
straints from ∆mK (Eq. (33)) are plotted.
the light sfermion masses become higher by a factor of 12. Therefore, the phase is necessary to
be less than 10−2 to avoid extreme fine tuning of the electroweak symmetry breaking.
Before turning to Model (III), we comment on the supergravity contributions. If we take
δRR = m
2
0/m
2
D as we did in Model (I), we obtain the following lower bounds on m0 from
Eq. (34): m0 > (2.6 ∼ 4.3) TeV in the ESSM and m0 > (430 ∼ 720) GeV in the NESSM.
Thus, it seems to require a slight tuning of the electroweak symmetry breaking even in the
NESSM. However, the size of δRR is strongly model-dependent as we emphasized, and if we
take δRR = (1/4)×m20/m2D, for example, the bounds on m0 become half. Moreover, the bounds
are greatly lowered by including the effect of the gaugino masses as in Fig. 6. Therefore, the
supergravity contributions are less important to restrict the parameters in Model (II).
In Fig. 8, we have plotted the lower bounds on m0 in Model (III). Here, we have taken
sin θL = 0.22 as in Model (II). Since the U(1)X charge assignment for the first-two generations
in Model (III) is the same as in Models (II), K0-K¯0 mixing gives the same constraints on
both models. The lower bounds on the mass ratios m0/mD are also almost the same between
Models (II) and (III) as shown in the previous section. Therefore, the bounds on m0 in Fig. 8
are similar to those in Fig. 7.
In Model (IV), both δLL and δRR come from the large U(1)X D-term contribution, so that
the constraint is the severest among Models (I-IV). The averaged squark masses are given by
m¯2LL =
√
2m2D, m¯
2
RR =
√
2m2D. (47)
If we set both angles θL and θR equal to the Cabbibo angle for simplicity, then the δLL and δRR
18
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Figure 9: Lower bounds on the bare masses for the light sfermions in Model (IV). The con-
straints from ∆mK (Eq. (34)) are plotted.
are given by
δLL =
sin θL cos θL√
2
∼ 0.15, δRR = sin θR cos θR√
2
∼ 0.15. (48)
Substituting these values into Eq. (34), we obtain the following bound:
m0 > (19 ∼ 32)
(
m0
mD
)
TeV. (49)
The bounds on the ratio m0/mD are given in Fig. 5, so that the lower bounds on m0 can be
estimated as
ESSM NESSM
m0/mD ≥ 0.23 m0/mD ≥ 0.10
m0 > (4.4 ∼ 7.4) TeV m0 > (1.9 ∼ 3.2) TeV
(50)
In Fig 9, we have plotted the lower bounds on m0 in Model (IV) including the effect of the
gaugino mass. It shows that an extreme fine tuning is required in Model (IV). We can reduce
the degree of fine tuning by taking smaller values for the mixing angles sin θL and sin θR.
However, in order to reduce the bounds on the masses for both the light sfermions and the
gluino to 500 GeV, we must take sin θR less than 0.03 and it causes another tuning problem.
In consequence, it seems difficult to realize Model (IV) without fine tuning in a framework of
the NESSM, even if there is no CP phase.
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5 Other Renormalization-Group Effects
In this section, we discuss other RG effects on the light sfermion masses which we have not
considered in the previous sections. There are three types of contributions which potentially
affect the previous analyses: the three-loop contribution through the gauge couplings, the
contribution from the bottom and tau Yukawa couplings, and the contribution from the top
Yukawa coupling.
First, we consider the correction to the light sfermions from the RG equations at the three-
loop level. We here adopt the SDR scheme defined by “the analytic continuation into super-
space” [27]. The RG equations for the SUSY-breaking scalar mass squareds in this scheme
coincide with those in the DR
′
scheme at the two-loop level, so that SDR scheme is considered
to be all-order definition of the DR
′
scheme.
When the SUSY-breaking scalar mass squareds are regarded as a D-term of an external
U(1)X gauge multiplet, the RG contributions from the gauge interactions can be divided into
two classes in the limit of vanishing gaugino mass in this scheme. One is the contribution from
mixed anomalies between the external U(1)X and the internal gauge symmetries. The other is
the contribution from the kinetic-term mixing between U(1) symmetries, which exists only if
there is an internal U(1) gauge symmetry. Since we have imposed Eqs. (3, 4, 5) in the NESSM,
the RG contributions to the light sfermion masses from the heavy sfermions and extra matters
only come from the U(1)Y and U(1)X mixing contribution at the three-loop level [15, 28]. Then,
the contributions are suppressed by small αY and negligible compared with the two-loop finite
correction. Furthermore, in models where the extra matters are the fundamental representation
of SU(3)C and SU(2)L, the contributions from the heavy sfermions and extra matters in the
three-loop RG equations are proportional to α3α2αY or α
3
Y , since the terms proportional to
α23αY and α
2
2αY vanish due to Eqs. (4, 5) in this case. Thus, the three-loop RG contributions
are more strongly suppressed in such models.
Next, we consider the effect of the bottom and tau Yukawa couplings. In Models (II, IV) the
right-handed bottom squark and the left-handed slepton of the third generation obtain masses
from the U(1)X D-term due to Q
X
5⋆3
6= 0. Then, the bottom and tau Yukawa couplings may
drive the mass squareds for the doublet squark of the third generation and the right-handed
stau to be negative at the one-loop level. The RG contributions to the doublet squark of the
third generation and the right-handed stau, m2q˜3, yukawa and m
2
e˜3, yukawa
, are given as
m2q˜3, yukawa ≃ −0.003%× (1 + tan2 β)(m2D + |Ab|2), (51)
m2e˜3, yukawa ≃ −0.005%× (1 + tan2 β)(m2D + |Aτ |2). (52)
Here, we have assumed that tanβ is not so large, and Ab and Aτ are the soft SUSY-breaking
trilinear scalar couplings associated with the bottom and tau Yukawa couplings. Then, the RG
contribution to the doublet quark of the third generation is negligible if tan β < 10, compared
with the finite correction. On the other hand, the RG contribution to the right-handed stau
can be larger than the finite correction. However, the bound on the bare mass given by these
contributions is still looser than the bounds on the light squarks from the finite correction,
as long as tan β is sufficiently small. Since Models (II, IV) predict the small bottom and tau
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Figure 10: Lower bounds on the bare masses for the light sfermions in Model (I) are plotted by
combining the constraint from ǫK (Eq. (36)) with the condition that mt˜1 , mt˜2 > 0, where t˜1 and
t˜2 represent the mass eigenstates for top squarks. The regions below the curves are excluded
due to the negative mass-squared eigenvalues for top squarks. Here, we have set tan β = 3.0.
Yukawa coupling constants due to QX
5⋆3
6= 0 and thus require small tan β, these contributions
are sufficiently suppressed.
Finally, we discuss the effect of the top Yukawa coupling. In the previous sections, we
have neglected it, since the effect of the top Yukawa coupling depends on the supergravity
contributions, which are model-dependent. There are two negative contributions to the top-
squark mass squared through the top Yukawa coupling. One is the RG contribution which
mainly comes from the up-type Higgs mass mhu . The other is the contribution from the left-
right mixing term, which gives the negative contribution in diagonalizing the top-squark mass
matrix. The left-right mixing term for top squark is given by
(M2t˜ )LR = mt(At + µ cotβ), (53)
where mt is the top quark mass, At the soft SUSY-breaking trilinear coupling associated with
the top Yukawa coupling and µ the supersymmetric mass for the Higgs doublets. Thus, it turns
out that µ and At play an important role in calculating the negative contributions. However,
At at the weak scale is almost saturated by the radiative correction from the gluino, so that
we take At = 0 at the GUT scale for simplicity in the following calculations. The size of µ is
determined by the electroweak symmetry breaking.
In Figs. 10 and 11, we have plotted the lower bounds on the bare masses for top squarks.
Here, we have assumed the universal scalar mass at the GUT scale except for the up-type Higgs
mass, and taken At = 0 at the GUT scale for simplicity. In the figures, we have shown two
extreme cases for the up-type Higgs mass in each choice for the sign of the µ parameter: one is
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Figure 11: Lower bounds on the bare masses for the light sfermions in Model (II) are plotted
by combining the constraint from ∆mK (Eq. (33)) with the condition that m
2
t˜1
, m2
t˜2
> 0. The
regions below the curves are excluded due to the negative mass-squared eigenvalues for top
squarks. Here, we have set tanβ = 3.0.
the universal case mhu = m0 and the other is mhu = 0. If µ is positive, the At and µ are added
up constructively in the left-right mixing term, since At receive the positive contribution from
the gaugino mass. Thus, the lower bound on the top squark mass is somewhat severe in this
case. On the other hand, if µ is negative, the cancellation between two contributions from At
and µ occurs, so that the bound is weaker than the case with µ > 0.
In the region where m0 is much larger than the gaugino masses, the up-type Higgs mass
mhu gives the dominant effect. Thus, the effect of the top Yukawa coupling is much model-
dependent in this region, since we cannot predict the up-type Higgs mass at the GUT scale.
For instance, if the up-type Higgs mass is much smaller than the top squark mass at the GUT
scale, the effect is negligible as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. On the other hand, in the region
where m0 is small enough, the dominant effect of the top Yukawa coupling comes from the
left-right mixing term through diagonalization of the top-squark mass matrix. Since At term
is generated radiatively by the gluino as At ∼ mg˜, it gives the negative contribution to the
top-squark mass eigenvalue of order −mtAt ∼ −mtmg˜. Thus, in order to obtain the positive
top-squark mass squared at the weak scale, we have to take a larger mass for the gluino than
the case without top-Yukawa contributions. The required increase δmg˜ of the gluino mass is
determined by the following inequality: 2mg˜δmg˜
>∼mtmg˜, since the positive contribution from
the gluino is estimated as of order m2g˜. That is, we have to take a larger mass for the gluino by
the order of 100 GeV compared with the previous case as shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
To summarize, the lower bounds on the light sfermion masses become somewhat severer by
including the effects of the top Yukawa coupling. However, we have found that we can still
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take the light sfermion and gluino masses as small as ∼ 400 GeV in the natural effective SUSY,
while we have to take them larger than ∼ 1 TeV in the original effective SUSY.
6 Conclusions and Discussion
In this article, we have calculated the finite corrections to the light sfermion masses from the
heavy sfermions and extra matters at the two-loop level in the NESSM, assuming that all fields
are embedded in the SU(5)GUT multiplets at the GUT scale. While the sfermion mass squareds
in the NESSM are RG invariant at the two-loop level in the limit of vanishing gaugino-mass
and Yukawa-coupling contributions, the finite corrections may still drive the light-sfermion
mass squareds to be negative. The finite corrections increase (decrease) if the supersymmetric
masses (the holomorphic SUSY-breaking masses) of the extra matters become large. We have
found that the corrections can be less than (0.3− 1)% of the heavy-squark mass squareds.
We have also discussed whether the models in which the NESSM is realized by the U(1)X
gauge interaction at the GUT scale are viable or not in the light of the experimental constraints
from ∆mK and ǫK . On this setup, the supergravity contributions to the SUSY-breaking terms,
which are generically non-universal in flavor space, are suppressed compared with the U(1)X
D-term contribution. We have found that, when both the left- and right-handed down-type
squarks of the first-two generations have common U(1)X charges, the supersymmetric contri-
butions to ∆mK and ǫK are sufficiently suppressed without breaking naturalness, even if the
flavor-violating supergravity contributions to the sfermion mass matrices are included. On the
other hand, when only the right-handed squarks of the first and second generations have a
common U(1)X charge, we can still satisfy the constraint from ∆mK naturally, but evading the
bound from ǫK requires somewhat small CP phase of order 10
−2.
The formulae we have given in Appendix B are applicable to any models which have hierar-
chical mass spectrum for the sfermions such as effective SUSY. In particular, the formulae for
the finite corrections can also be applied to the models where the U(1)X D-term is generated
at much lower energy than the GUT scale [8], since they do not have explicit renormalization-
point dependence. Then, it gives the lower bounds on the light-sfermion bare masses similar
to the ones we have derived in this article. Thus, we believe that our result gives the most
conservative bound for the naturalness in the effective SUSY models.
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A Anomalous U(1) Model
In this appendix, we briefly review the model given in Ref. [15] and show that it naturally
realizes the setup of the NESSM. The model is based on the anomalous U(1) SUSY-breaking
model [6].
The anomalous U(1) gauge symmetry frequently appears in low-energy effective theories of
string theory. The matter content is anomalous under this U(1) symmetry, but its anomalies
are canceled by a nonlinear transformation of the dilaton chiral multiplet [29]. This leads to
the generation of a nonzero Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) D-term ξ which is smaller than the reduced
Planck scaleMpl by a one-loop factor, ξ
2 ≃ (g2/192π2)TrQM2pl. We parameterize it as ξ ≡ ǫMpl
with ǫ = O(0.1), and take the sign convention of U(1) charges such that ξ2 > 0.
We identify this anomalous U(1) gauge symmetry with U(1)X given in the text. Thus, we
assign the U(1)X charges Q
X
10i
and QX
5⋆i
to the quark and lepton chiral multiplets Ψ10i and Ψ5⋆i ,
respectively (QX
10i
, QX
5⋆i
≥ 0). We also introduce extra-matter chiral multiplets Ψ5ex and Ψ5⋆ex
with U(1)X charges Q
X
5ex
and QX
5⋆ex
(QX
5ex
, QX
5⋆ex
< 0), in order to satisfy Eqs. (6, 8). Then, the
SUSY-breaking model is constructed as follows.
We consider the SU(Nc) SUSY gauge theory with Nf flavors Qa and Q¯a¯ (Nc/2 < Nf < Nc),
and introduce two singlet chiral superfields Φ1 and Φ2. Here, a, a¯ = 1, · · · , Nf represent flavor
indices. We assign the U(1)X charges as Qa(−(QX5ex+QX5⋆ex)/2), Q¯a¯(−(QX5ex+QX5⋆ex)/2), Φ1(−1)
and Φ2(1 +Q
X
5ex
+QX
5⋆ex
). The tree-level superpotential of the model is given by
Wtree =
QaQ¯a¯
Mpl
((fφ)
a¯
aΦ1Φ2 + (fψ)
a¯
aΨ5exΨ5⋆ex) . (54)
Then, the dynamical superpotential is generated by nonperturbative effects of the SU(Nc) gauge
interaction, and the effective superpotential of the model is exactly given by
Weff =
1
Mpl
(
Φ1Φ2Tr(fφM) + Ψ5exΨ5⋆exTr(fψM)
)
+(Nc −Nf)
(
Λ3Nc−Nf
detM
) 1
Nc−Nf
, (55)
in terms of gauge-invariant composite fields Maa¯ = QaQ¯a¯ [30]. Here, Λ is the dynamical scale
of the SU(Nc) gauge theory. The D-term potential for U(1)X is given by
VD =
g2X
2
(
ξ2 − (QX
5ex
+QX
5⋆ex
)Tr
√
M †M
−|Φ1|2 + (1 +QX5ex +QX5⋆ex)|Φ2|2 +QX5ex|Ψ5ex|2 +QX5⋆ex |Ψ5⋆ex|2
)2
. (56)
In this appendix, we use the same letter for the chiral superfield and its scalar component.
The dynamics of the model can be understood as follows. First, nonperturbatively generated
superpotential forces M to have VEV’s, which gives supersymmetric mass terms for the singlet
fields and the extra matter fields. The large FI D-term, ξ, is absorbed by the shift of the
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singlet fields Φ1 and Φ2. The point is that if fψ is larger than fφ, only the singlet fields
shift to absorb the FI D-term and the extra-matter fields do not develop VEV’s, avoiding
phenomenologically disastrous large breaking of the SM gauge groups. We assume that this
condition, fψ > fφ, is satisfied. Then, since the singlet fields have the supersymmetric mass
induced by the VEV’s of M , they cannot absorb ξ completely and nonzero U(1)X D-term
remains. This nonvanishing D-term gives the MSSM sfermions and extra scalars the SUSY-
breaking mass squareds proportional to their U(1)X charges.
Now, let us minimize the potential explicitly. The minimum of the potential can be obtained
by making an expansion in the small parameter (Λ/Mpl)
(3Nc−Nf )/Nc ≪ 1. To the leading order,
the VEV’s of the fields Φ1, Φ2 and M at the minimum are given by solving the following
equations:
|Φ1|2 − (1 +QX5ex +QX5⋆ex)|Φ2|2 = ξ2, (57)
|Φ1|2
(
(Nf −Nc)|Φ1|2 +Nf |Φ2|2
)
= −(1 +QX
5ex
+QX
5⋆ex
)|Φ2|2
(
(Nf −Nc)|Φ2|2 +Nf |Φ1|2
)
, (58)
(M−1)a¯a
(
Λ3Nc−Nf
detM
) 1
Nc−Nf
=
(fφ)
a¯
a
Mpl
Φ1Φ2. (59)
From Eqs. (57, 58), we find that both the Φ1 and Φ2 fields have nonvanishing VEV’s of order
ξ, and the VEV of the M field is given by Eq. (59) as
〈Φ1〉 ≃ 〈Φ2〉 ≃ ξ, 〈M〉 ≃ Λ
3Nc−Nf
Nc
(
Mpl
ξ2
)Nc−Nf
Nc
. (60)
Then, the Yukawa matrices for the quarks and leptons are generated through the VEV of the
Φ1 field suppressed by suitable powers of 〈Φ1〉 /Mpl ≃ ξ/Mpl = ǫ (see Eq. (13)).
Calculating higher order in (Λ/Mpl)
(3Nc−Nf )/Nc , we find that the VEV’s of the auxiliary
fields can be written in terms of the VEV’s of the scalar fields as
− (F¯M†)a¯a = −
Nc −Nf
NcNf
1
Mpl
|Φ1|2 + |Φ2|2
Φ∗1Φ
∗
2
|Tr(fφM)|2(f ∗−1φ )a¯a, (61)
−F¯Φ†
1
=
(
Φ2
Mpl
)
Tr(fφM), (62)
−F¯Φ†
2
=
(
Φ1
Mpl
)
Tr(fφM), (63)
−DX = 2Nf −Nc
Nc
1
M2pl
|Φ1|2 + |Φ2|2
|Φ1|2 − (1 +QX5ex +QX5⋆ex)|Φ2|2
|Tr(fφM)|2. (64)
Substituting Eq. (60) into Eqs. (61 - 64), we obtain
−F¯M† ≃

 Λ2(3Nc−Nf )
ξ4(Nc−Nf )M
2Nf−Nc
pl


1
Nc
, (65)
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−F¯Φ†
1
≃ −F¯Φ†
2
≃

 Λ3Nc−Nf
ξ2(Nc−Nf )M
Nf
pl


1
Nc
ξ, (66)
−DX ≃

 Λ3Nc−Nf
ξ2(Nc−Nf )M
Nf
pl


2
Nc
. (67)
The dynamical scale Λ is determined so that
√
| −DX | ≃ (1 ∼ 10) TeV to give the heavy
sfermions multi-TeV masses. From Eqs. (65, 66, 67), we find the following useful relation:
|−DX | ≃
∣∣∣∣∣−FΦ1〈Φ1〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≃
∣∣∣∣∣−FΦ2〈Φ2〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
≃
∣∣∣∣∣−FM〈M〉
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (68)
This relation ensures that flavor-breaking supergravity contributions are an order of magnitude
smaller than the contribution from the U(1)X D-term, since their sizes are estimated as
6
∣∣∣∣∣−FΦ1Mpl
∣∣∣∣∣ ≃ ξMpl
∣∣∣∣∣−FΦ1〈Φ1〉
∣∣∣∣∣ ≃ ǫ
√
| −DX | ≃ (102 ∼ 103) GeV. (69)
From Eqs. (60, 67), we also find that
√
| −DX | ≃ 〈M〉 /Mpl. Thus, the supersymmetric mass
for the extra matters is actually the same order with the SUSY-breaking masses for the heavy
sfermions.
The gaugino masses arise from the F -term of the dilaton field [21]. Their sizes can be of
the order of the weak scale [22], and then it does not much affect the preceding analysis of the
dynamics. The SUSY-breaking trilinear scalar couplings of order
√
| −DX | are also generated
by the superpotential which generates Yukawa matrices for the quarks and leptons, except for
the ones which involve only the light sfermions (see Eqs. (14, 15)).
Finally, we comment on the anomaly. We have identified the U(1)X in the text with the
anomalous U(1) gauge symmetry. Then, Eq. (6) might seem contradicted by the fact that the
anomalous U(1) gauge symmetry has mixed anomalies for all the other gauge groups including
the SM ones. However, it is not a contradiction. Since U(1)X is broken down at very high
energy scale of order ξ, it does not necessarily mean that the matter content is anomalous
below ξ scale. That is, if we introduce fields Ψ5anom and Ψ5⋆anom of masses of order ξ with the
superpotential
W ∼ 〈Φ1〉Ψ5anomΨ5⋆anom , (70)
we can match the anomalies as required by the anomalous U(1) symmetry, keeping Eqs. (6, 8)
satisfied between two scales
√
| −DX | and ξ. Then, the large two-loop RG contributions are
absent below the ξ scale as we have explained above.7
6 Since the gravitino mass is of the order of the weak scale, we can induce µ-term (supersymmetric mass
term for the Higgs field, W = µHuHd) of the desired size (the weak scale) by introducing a holomorphic term
K = HuHd in the Ka¨hler potential [31].
7 The light-sfermion mass squareds may receive negative RG and finite contributions above and at the
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B Finite Corrections
In this appendix, we calculate the contributions to the gaugino and the light sfermion masses
arising from loops of the extra-matter multiplets and the heavy sfermions. We use the DR
′
scheme [14] to regularize the theory, since we have adopted the SDR scheme [27] which is all-
order definition of the DR
′
scheme in the text (see Section 5). In this scheme, the ǫ-scalar mass
mA˜ is zero at the tree level and it does not appear in the relation between physical quantities.
However, if the supertrace of the matter fields is nonzero, mA˜ receives divergent radiative
correction at one loop through loops of the sfermions, so that the counterterm is needed to
cancel this divergence. The insertion of this counterterm gives divergent contribution to the
sfermion masses at one loop. Thus, we have to carefully treat the ǫ-scalar in order to obtain
the two-loop contribution to the light sfermion masses when the supertrace is nonvanishing.
First, we explain our notations. The superpotential of the vector-like extra matters, Ψex
and Ψ¯ex, is given by
Wex = mψ ΨexΨ¯ex. (71)
We denote the scalar and fermion components of Ψex (Ψ¯ex) as ψ˜ex and ψex (
˜¯ψex and ψ¯ex),
respectively. In addition, the extra scalars have the SUSY-breaking mass terms
Lex, soft = −(Fψ ψ˜ex ˜¯ψex + h.c.)− m˜2ψ˜∗exψ˜ex − ˜¯m2 ˜¯ψ
∗
ex
˜¯ψex. (72)
Then, the mass terms for the extra scalars are written as
Lex = −(ψ˜∗ex, ˜¯ψex)M˜2ex
(
ψ˜ex
˜¯ψ
∗
ex
)
; (73)
M˜2ex =
( |mψ|2 + m˜2 F ∗ψ
Fψ |mψ|2 + ˜¯m2
)
. (74)
The mass matrix M˜2ex can be diagonalized by the unitary matrix V as
diag
(
m21, m
2
2
)
= V M˜2exV
†. (75)
We parameterize V as
V =
(
cos θ −eiα sin θ
e−iα sin θ cos θ
)
, (76)
and define
y1 ≡ m
2
1
m2ψ
, y2 ≡ m
2
2
m2ψ
. (77)
decoupling scale of Ψ5anom and Ψ5⋆anom . However, we can make these negative contributions smaller than the
supergravity contributions by choosing their group-theoretical factors to be small, since there is no large log-
factor in the contributions. We include these contributions in the supergravity contributions when we make
phenomenological analyses in the text.
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g˜ψex
g˜
ψ˜ex
Figure 12: Diagram contributing to the gaugino masses
We calculate the gaugino and the light sfermion masses arising from loops of the extra-matter
multiplets in terms of these parameters. Then, the contribution from the heavy sfermions are
obtained by taking the limit mψ → 0 and θ→ 0.
B.1 The gaugino masses
The gauginos acquire their masses through the one-loop diagram of the extra-matter multiplet
shown in Fig. 12. If there is a pair of vector-like extra matters, it is given by
mg˜A =
g2A
4π2
TAmψ
∑
α=1,2
V †2αVα1
m2α
m2α −m2ψ
log
(
m2α
m2ψ
)
, (78)
where A = 1− 3 represents the standard-model gauge groups, and we have adopted the SU(5)
GUT normalization for the U(1)Y gauge coupling (g1 ≡
√
5/3 gY ). Here, T
A is the Dynkin
index of the extra-matter representation, in a normalization TA = 1/2 for a fundamental of
SU(N) and T 1 = (3/5)Y 2 for U(1)Y . Note that T
A is the Dynkin index of the extra matter
and not the sum of the index of the extra matter and anti-matter. That is, we use TA = 1/2
for a vector-like pair of fundamental extra matters.
Then, the gaugino masses are given by
mg˜A = 2
(
αA
4π
)
TrR
[
TAR mψ e
−iα sin 2θ
y1 log y1 − y2 log y2 − y1y2 log(y1/y2)
(y1 − 1)(y2 − 1)
]
, (79)
where the trace is taken over pairs of the extra matters R. (Note thatmψ, y1, y2, α and θ depend
on R.) This is in agreement with the result given in Ref. [32].
Obviously, the heavy sfermions do not contribute to the gaugino masses. It can also be seen
by taking the limit mψ → 0 and θ → 0 in Eq. (79).
B.2 The sfermion masses
We now calculate the light sfermion masses at the two-loop level. There are two types of
contributions which generate the light sfermion masses. One is the contribution directly arising
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from the loop diagrams: the one-loop graph involving the ǫ-scalar and the two-loop graphs
involving heavy particles, both of which are of order α2A. The other contribution is that through
the generation of U(1)Y FI D-term at one loop and two loops, which are of order αY and αY αA,
respectively.
We first consider the direct contribution from the extra-matter multiplets. One diagram
contributing to the light sfermion masses is the one-loop ǫ-scalar graph shown in Fig. 13. It
contains the counterterm δm2
A˜
for the ǫ-scalar mass, L = −(1/2)δm2
A˜
A˜aµ˜A˜
a
µ˜, and gives the light-
sfermion mass squared,
m2
f˜ , A˜
=
2ǫΓ(ǫ)
(4π)2−ǫ
(Λ2IR)
−ǫµ2ǫ
∑
A
g2AC
A
f˜
δm2
A˜
, (80)
in D = 4 − 2ǫ dimensions. Here, CA
f˜
is the quadratic Casimir coefficient for the light sfermion
f˜ , µ is the renormalization scale, and ΛIR is the infra-red cutoff. The counterterm δm2
A˜
is
determined to cancel the divergence of the ǫ-scalar mass arising from one loop of the extra-
matter multiplets,
+ + = finite,
(81)
as
δm2
A˜
= − 2g
2
A
(4π)2
TrR
[
TAR (m
2
1 +m
2
2 − 2m2ψ)
] (
1
ǫ
)
. (82)
Substituting Eq. (82) into Eq. (80), we obtain
m2
f˜ , A˜
= −4∑
A
(
αA
4π
)2
CA
f˜
TrR
[
TAR m
2
ψ (y1 + y2 − 2)
](
1
ǫ
− log Λ
2
IR
µ2
)
. (83)
Here, the combination −γ + log(4π) has been absorbed by an appropriate redefinition of the
renormalization scale, µ → µ
√
eγ/4π (where γ is the Euler number). The result has 1/ǫ pole
of order α2A, so that it contributes to the two-loop RG equations for the light sfermion masses.
We will omit µ, hereafter.
The remaining diagram consists of two-loop graphs involving the extra-matter multiplets
given in Fig. 14. These graphs are identical to those considered in Ref. [23] in the case of
vanishing supertrace. Their contribution is ultra-violet finite even in the case of nonvanishing
supertrace. Together with Eq. (83), we obtain the light sfermion masses induced directly by
loops of the extra-matter multiplets as
m2
f˜ ,direct
|R = −4
∑
A
(
αA
4π
)2
CA
f˜
TrR
[
TAR m
2
ψ (y1 + y2 − 2)
] (
1
ǫ
)
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Figure 13: One-loop diagram contributing to the light sfermion masses which involves the
ǫ-scalar A˜.
+4
∑
A
(
αA
4π
)2
CA
f˜
TrR
[
TAR m
2
ψ
{
(y1 + y2 − 2)(logm2ψ + 2)
+(y1 log y1 + y2 log y2)− 2
(
y1Li2(1− 1
y1
) + y2Li2(1− 1
y2
)
)
+
1
2
sin2 2θ
(
y1Li2(1− y2
y1
) + y2Li2(1− y1
y2
)
)}]
, (84)
which is in agreement with the result given in Ref. [32]. Here, Li2(x) = −
∫ 1
0 dt log(1 − xt)/t
is the dilogarithm function. Note that Λ2IR is canceled between the diagrams of Fig. 13 and
Fig. 14. Taking the limit mψ → 0 and θ → 0 and regarding m21 as the heavy sfermion masses
m2
F˜
, we obtain the light sfermion masses induced by loops of the heavy sfermions as
m2
f˜ ,direct
|F˜ = −4
∑
A
(
αA
4π
)2
CA
f˜
TrF˜
[
TA
F˜
m2
F˜
] (
1
ǫ
)
+4
∑
A
(
αA
4π
)2
CA
f˜
TrF˜
[
TA
F˜
m2
F˜
(
logm2
F˜
+ 2− 1
3
π2
)]
, (85)
where F˜ denotes the heavy sfermions. The direct contribution m2
f˜ ,direct
to the light sfermion
masses is given by summing up that from the extra-matter multiplets and that from the heavy
sfermions,
m2
f˜ ,direct
= m2
f˜ ,direct
|R +m2f˜ ,direct|F˜ . (86)
We next consider the light sfermion masses induced via the generation of U(1)Y FI D-
term. At the one-loop level, the light sfermion masses generated by loops of the extra-matter
multiplets are given by (see Fig. 15)
m2
f˜ ,FI−1loop
|R = −
(
αY
4π
)
Yf˜ TrR
[
YR cos 2θ (m
2
1 −m22)
] (
1
ǫ
+ 1
)
+
(
αY
4π
)
Yf˜ TrR
[
YR cos 2θ
(
m21 logm
2
1 −m22 logm22
)]
. (87)
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Figure 14: Two-loop diagram contributing to the light sfermion masses which involves the
extra-matter multiplets Ψex and Ψ¯ex.
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Figure 15: One-loop diagram contributing to the light sfermion masses through the generation
of U(1)Y FI D-term.
This contribution vanishes if the extra-matter multiplets have an invariance under the parity
Ψex ↔ Ψ¯ex, as can be readily seen by taking θ = ±π/4 in the expression. The heavy sfermions
also generate one-loop U(1)Y FI D-term, which gives
m2
f˜ ,FI−1loop
|F˜ = −
(
αY
4π
)
Yf˜ TrF˜
[
YF˜ m
2
F˜
] (
1
ǫ
+ 1
)
+
(
αY
4π
)
Yf˜ TrF˜
[
YF˜ m
2
F˜ logm
2
F˜
]
. (88)
The total contribution through the generation of U(1)Y FI D-term at one loop is
m2
f˜ ,FI−1loop
= m2
f˜ ,FI−1loop
|R +m2f˜ ,FI−1loop|F˜ . (89)
U(1)Y FI D-term is also generated at two loops through the diagram shown in Fig. 16. The
resulting light sfermion masses from extra-matter loops are written as
m2
f˜ ,FI−2loop
|R =
∑
A
g2Y g
2
AYf˜ TrR
[
YRC
A
R
{∑
α
(Vα1V
†
1α − Vα2V †2α) I1(m2α)
+4
∑
α
(Vα1V
†
1α − Vα2V †2α) I2(m2α)
−∑
αβγ
(Vα1V
†
1β − Vα2V †2β)(Vβ1V †1γ − Vβ2V †2γ)
×(Vγ1V †1α − Vγ2V †2α) I3(m2α, m2β , m2γ)
+
∑
αβ
(Vα1V
†
1β − Vα2V †2β)(δm2)βα Ic(m2α, m2β)
}]
, (90)
in the Feynman gauge. Here, functions I’s are defined as
I1(m
2
α) =
∫
d4p
(2π)4
∫
d4k
(2π)4
1
(p2 −m2α)2
(2p− k)2
k2
1
(p− k)2 −m2α
, (91)
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I2(m
2
α) =
∫
d4p
(2π)4
∫
d4k
(2π)4
1
(p2 −m2α)2
k2 − k · p
k2
1
(p− k)2 −m2ψ
, (92)
I3(m
2
α, m
2
β , m
2
γ) =
∫
d4p
(2π)4
1
p2 −m2α
1
p2 −m2β
∫
d4q
(2π)4
1
q2 −m2γ
, (93)
Ic(m
2
α, m
2
β) = i
∫
d4p
(2π)4
1
p2 −m2α
1
p2 −m2β
. (94)
The counterterm (δm2)αβ for the extra-scalar masses, L = −∑A g2ACAR(δm2)αβ(ψ˜ex)∗α(ψ˜ex)β, is
determined to cancel the divergence,
+ +
+ = finite, (95)
as
(δm2)αβ =
1
(4π)2
(
1
ǫ
)
×
( − sin2 2θ (m21 −m22)− 4m2ψ sin 2θ cos 2θ (m21 −m22) eiα
sin 2θ cos 2θ (m21 −m22) e−iα sin2 2θ (m21 −m22)− 4m2ψ
)
. (96)
Substituting Eq. (96) into Eq. (90), we obtain
m2
f˜ ,FI−2loop
|R =
−2∑
A
(
αY
4π
)(
αA
4π
)
Yf˜ TrR
[
YRC
A
R cos 2θ (m
2
1 −m22)
] (
1
ǫ
+ 3
)
+4
∑
A
(
αY
4π
)(
αA
4π
)
Yf˜ TrR
[
YRC
A
R cos 2θ
{
−1
2
m2ψ log
2m21 +
1
2
m2ψ log
2m22
+(m21 +m
2
ψ) logm
2
1 − (m22 +m2ψ) logm22
+(m21 −m2ψ)Li2(1−
m2ψ
m21
)− (m22 −m2ψ)Li2(1−
m2ψ
m22
)
}
+
1
4
YRC
A
R cos 2θ sin
2 2θ
{
2
(m21 logm
2
1 −m22 logm22)2
m21 −m22
−4(m21 logm21 −m22 logm22)− (m21 log2m21 −m22 log2m22)
+(m21 −m22)(2 + logm21 + logm22 − logm21 logm22)
}]
. (97)
This contribution vanishes when θ = ±π/4 as it should be. The contribution from the heavy
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Figure 16: Two-loop diagram contributing to the light sfermion masses through the generation
of U(1)Y FI D-term.
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sfermions is read off by taking the limit mψ → 0 and θ → 0 as
m2
f˜ ,FI−2loop
|F˜ =
−2∑
A
(
αY
4π
)(
αA
4π
)
Yf˜ TrF˜
[
YF˜C
A
F˜
m2
F˜
] (
1
ǫ
+ 3
)
+4
∑
A
(
αY
4π
)(
αA
4π
)
Yf˜ TrF˜
[
YF˜C
A
F˜ m
2
F˜
(
logm2F˜ +
1
6
π2
)]
, (98)
reproducing the earlier result derived in Ref. [12].8 In addition, there is another diagram which
contributes to the light sfermion masses at the two-loop level. The diagram is shown in Fig. 17
and its contribution is
m2
f˜ ,FI−2(1loop)
= −g4Y Yf˜ J1J2 + ig4Y Yf˜ δm2Y J2 + ig
4
Y Yf˜ J1δg4Y , (99)
where
J1 = TrR
[
YR
∑
α
(Vα1V
†
1α − Vα2V †2α)
∫
d4p
(2π)4
1
p2 −m2α
]
+TrF˜
[
YF˜
∫
d4p
(2π)4
1
p2 −m2
F˜
]
, (100)
J2 = TrR
[
Y 2R
∑
γδ
(Vγ1V
†
1δ − Vγ2V †2δ)(Vδ1V †1γ − Vδ2V †2γ)
∫ d4q
(2π)4
1
q2 −m2γ
1
q2 −m2δ
]
+TrF˜
[
Y 2
F˜
∫
d4q
(2π)4
1
(q2 −m2
F˜
)2
]
+ Trf˜
[
Y 2
f˜
∫
d4q
(2π)4
1
(q2 −m2
f˜
)2
]
. (101)
The counterterms δm2
Y
and δg4
Y
are defined by
L = −g2Y δm2Y
{∑
αβ
(Vα1V
†
1β − Vα2V †2β)(ψ˜ex)∗αYR(ψ˜ex)β + ψ˜∗F˜YF˜ ψ˜F˜ + f˜ ∗Yf˜ f˜
}
−g4Y δg4Y f˜
∗Yf˜ f˜
{∑
αβ
(Vα1V
†
1β − Vα2V †2β)(ψ˜ex)∗αYR(ψ˜ex)β + ψ˜∗F˜YF˜ ψ˜F˜
}
. (102)
They are determined by the conditions,
+ = finite,
(103)
8 Their result is different from ours by a finite part proportional to −γ + log(4π), since they subtracted
divergences not in the MS scheme.
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and
+ = finite,
(104)
respectively, which lead to
δm2
Y
=
1
(4π)2
{
TrR
[
YR cos 2θ (m
2
1 −m22)
]
+ TrF˜
[
YF˜ m
2
F˜
]}(
1
ǫ
)
, (105)
δg4
Y
=
1
(4π)2
{
2TrR
[
Y 2R
]
+ TrF˜
[
Y 2F˜
]
+ Trf˜
[
Y 2
f˜
]}(
1
ǫ
)
. (106)
From Eqs. (99, 105, 106), we obtain
m2
f˜ ,FI−2(1loop)
=
−
(
αY
4π
)2
Yf˜
(
1
ǫ
)2
×
{
TrR
[
YR cos 2θ (m
2
1 −m22)
]
+ TrF˜
[
YF˜ m
2
F˜
]}{
2TrR
[
Y 2R
]
+ TrF˜
[
Y 2
F˜
]
+ Trf˜
[
Y 2
f˜
]}
−
(
αY
4π
)2
Yf˜
{
TrR
[
YR cos 2θ (m
2
1 −m22)
]
+ TrF˜
[
YF˜ m
2
F˜
]
−TrR
[
YR cos 2θ
(
m21 logm
2
1 −m22 logm22
)]
− TrF˜
[
YF˜ m
2
F˜ logm
2
F˜
]}
×
{
TrR
[
Y 2R cos
2 2θ
(
logm21 + logm
2
2
)
− 2Y 2R sin2 2θ
(
1− m
2
1 logm
2
1 −m22 logm22
m21 −m22
)]
+TrF˜
[
Y 2
F˜
logm2
F˜
]
+ Trf˜
[
Y 2
f˜
logm2
f˜
]}
. (107)
Thus, the light sfermion masses induced at two loops through the generation of U(1)Y FI
D-term are given by
m2
f˜ ,FI−2loop
= m2
f˜ ,FI−2loop
|R +m2f˜ ,FI−2loop|F˜ +m2f˜ ,FI−2(1loop). (108)
Altogether, the light sfermion masses at the two-loop level are given by
m2
f˜ , total
= m2
f˜ ,direct
+m2
f˜ ,FI−1loop
+m2
f˜ ,FI−2loop
, (109)
combining Eqs. (86, 89, 108).
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Figure 17: Two-loop diagram contributing to the light sfermion masses.
B.3 The finite case
In the previous subsection, we have calculated the gaugino and the light sfermion masses at
the two-loop level in the DR
′
scheme. The light sfermion masses generically have divergent
contribution, so that they receive large negative contribution from the RG evolution. However,
the divergences are canceled among loops of various heavy particles under the conditions Eqs. (3,
4, 5) discussed in the text. These conditions are written as
TrR
[
TAR m
2
ψ (y1 + y2 − 2)
]
+ TrF˜
[
TA
F˜
m2
F˜
]
= 0, (110)
TrR
[
YR cos 2θ (m
2
1 −m22)
]
+ TrF˜
[
YF˜ m
2
F˜
]
= 0, (111)
TrR
[
YRC
A
R cos 2θ (m
2
1 −m22)
]
+ TrF˜
[
YF˜C
A
F˜
m2
F˜
]
= 0, (112)
in the notation of this appendix. Using these relations in Eqs. (86, 89, 108), we obtain the
finite contribution to the light sfermion masses,
m2
f˜ , total
= m2
f˜ ,direct
+m2
f˜ ,FI−1loop
+m2
f˜ ,FI−2loop
; (113)
m2
f˜ , direct
=
4
∑
A
(
αA
4π
)2
CA
f˜
TrR
[
TAR m
2
ψ
{
(y1 + y2 − 2) logm2ψ + (y1 log y1 + y2 log y2)
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−2
(
y1Li2(1− 1
y1
) + y2Li2(1− 1
y2
)
)
+
1
2
sin2 2θ
(
y1Li2(1− y2
y1
) + y2Li2(1− y1
y2
)
)}]
+4
∑
A
(
αA
4π
)2
CA
f˜
TrF˜
[
TAF˜ m
2
F˜
(
logm2F˜ −
1
3
π2
)]
, (114)
m2
f˜ ,FI−1loop
=(
αY
4π
)
Yf˜ TrR
[
YR cos 2θ
(
m21 logm
2
1 −m22 logm22
)]
+
(
αY
4π
)
Yf˜ TrF˜
[
YF˜ m
2
F˜
logm2
F˜
]
, (115)
m2
f˜ ,FI−2loop
=
4
∑
A
(
αY
4π
)(
αA
4π
)
Yf˜ TrR
[
YRC
A
R cos 2θ
{
−1
2
m2ψ log
2m21 +
1
2
m2ψ log
2m22
+(m21 +m
2
ψ) logm
2
1 − (m22 +m2ψ) logm22
+(m21 −m2ψ)Li2(1−
m2ψ
m21
)− (m22 −m2ψ)Li2(1−
m2ψ
m22
)
}
+
1
4
YRC
A
R cos 2θ sin
2 2θ
{
2
(m21 logm
2
1 −m22 logm22)2
m21 −m22
−4(m21 logm21 −m22 logm22)− (m21 log2m21 −m22 log2m22)
+(m21 −m22)(2 + logm21 + logm22 − logm21 logm22)
}]
+4
∑
A
(
αY
4π
)(
αA
4π
)
Yf˜ TrF˜
[
YF˜C
A
F˜
m2
F˜
(
logm2
F˜
+
1
6
π2
)]
+
(
αY
4π
)2
Yf˜
{
TrR
[
YR cos 2θ
(
m21 logm
2
1 −m22 logm22
)]
+ TrF˜
[
YF˜ m
2
F˜ logm
2
F˜
]}
×
{
TrR
[
Y 2R cos
2 2θ
(
logm21 + logm
2
2
)
− 2Y 2R sin2 2θ
(
1− m
2
1 logm
2
1 −m22 logm22
m21 −m22
)]
+TrF˜
[
Y 2
F˜
logm2
F˜
]}
. (116)
It should be understood that the coupling constants αA and αY are the renormalized ones at
the scale µ, αA(µ) and αY (µ), and the logarithms logm
2 of various masses are normalized at
the scale µ, log(m2/µ2). Here, we have dropped the term proportional to Trf˜ [Y
2
f˜
logm2
f˜
] which
is the contribution from the RG evolution below µ. Note that the contribution m2
f˜ ,FI−1loop
from
one-loop U(1)Y FID-term is generically nonvanishing even if we assign U(1)X charges consistent
with the SU(5)GUT, since the extra scalars embedded in a common SU(5)GUT multiplet could
have different masses due to the difference between their supersymmetric masses caused by RG
evolution below the GUT scale.
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Furthermore, the above expression is considerably simplified when the following two condi-
tions are satisfied:
1. The U(1)X charge assignment is consistent with SU(5)GUT: TrF˜
[
YF˜ f(m
2
F˜
)
]
= 0
2. The extra-matter multiplets have an invariance under the parity Ψex ↔ Ψ¯ex: θ = ±π4
These conditions are satisfied in the case of Model (I) and Model (II) considered in the text.
Then, Eqs. (114, 115, 116) are reduced to
m2
f˜ , direct
= 4
∑
A
(
αA
4π
)2
CA
f˜
TrR
[
TAR m
2
ψ
{
(y1 + y2 − 2) logm2ψ + (y1 log y1 + y2 log y2)
−2
(
y1Li2(1− 1
y1
) + y2Li2(1− 1
y2
)
)
+
1
2
(
y1Li2(1− y2
y1
) + y2Li2(1− y1
y2
)
)}]
+4
∑
A
(
αA
4π
)2
CA
f˜
TrF˜
[
TAF˜ m
2
F˜
(
logm2F˜ −
1
3
π2
)]
, (117)
m2
f˜ ,FI−1loop
= 0, (118)
m2
f˜ ,FI−2loop
= 4
∑
A
(
αY
4π
)(
αA
4π
)
Yf˜ TrF˜
[
YF˜C
A
F˜ m
2
F˜ logm
2
F˜
]
. (119)
C Constraints from ∆mK and ǫK
In this appendix, we calculate the constraints on the first-two generation sfermion masses from
∆mK and ǫK in effective SUSY, where the gluino is much lighter than the first-two generation
sfermions. In the following calculation, we only consider the gluino box diagram since it gives
a dominant contribution. According to Refs. [24, 25, 26], we not only take into account the
leading QCD corrections but also make use of B parameters instead of the vacuum insertion
approximation.
The mass matrix for the down-type squark is relevant to the gluino box diagram. In a basis
where the down-type Yukawa matrix is diagonal, the mass matrix is
Lmass = −
(
d˜∗Li d˜
∗
Ri
) ( (M2LL)ij (M2LR)ij
(M2†LR)ij (M2RR)ij
)(
d˜Lj
d˜Rj
)
, (120)
where the subscripts i, j are the indices of the generation. We here restrict the subscript i to
i = 1, 2, since we calculate the constraints on the first-two generation sfermion masses. From
now we take the left-right mixing mass termM2LR = 0 because of the small Yukawa couplings.
In consequence, M2LL and M2RR are diagonalized separately by the sfermion mixing matrices
(UL)XL,i and (U
R)XR,i as follows:
ULM2LLUL† = diag
(
m2XL
)
, URM2RRUR† = diag
(
m2XR
)
, (121)
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where XL = 1L, 2L and XR = 1R, 2R.
The ∆S = 2 effective Lagrangian at the scale mD, where the heavy sfermions decouple, is
written as
Leff = α23(mD)
[
C1O1 + C˜1O˜1 + C4O4 + C5O5
]
. (122)
The operators O1,4,5 and their coefficients C1,4,5 are defined as follows:
O1 = (d¯αγµPLsα) (d¯βγµPLsβ), (123)
O4 = (d¯αPLsα) (d¯βPRsβ), (124)
O5 = (d¯αPLsβ) (d¯βPRsα), (125)
C1 = U
L†
1,XL
ULXL,2U
L†
1,YL
ULYL,2
(
1
9
IXL,YL +
11
36
I˜XL,YL
)
, (126)
C4 = U
L†
1,XL
ULXL,2U
R†
1,YR
URYR,2
(
7
3
IXL,YR −
1
3
I˜XL,YR
)
, (127)
C5 = U
L†
1,XL
ULXL,2U
R†
1,YR
URYR,2
(
1
9
IXL,YR +
5
9
I˜XL,YR
)
. (128)
O˜1 and C˜1 are obtained with the replacement L → R in O1 and C1, respectively. The loop
integrals IX,Y and I˜X,Y in the above equations are
IX,Y = 0, I˜X,Y = − logm
2
X − logm2Y
m2X −m2Y
, (129)
where we have neglected the contributions dependent on the gluino mass mg˜, since they are
suppressed by m2g˜/m
2
X (≪ 1).
The above effective Lagrangian is valid for an arbitrary down-type squark mass matrix.
We here give a convenient expression by using the so-called mass insertion method [33]. We
introduce two parameters essential for the mass insertion method. One is the averaged mass
m¯2LL (m¯
2
RR) for the left- (right-) handed down-type squarks in the first-two generations, which
is defined by a geometric mean as
m¯2LL ≡
√
m21Lm
2
2L , m¯
2
RR ≡
√
m21Rm
2
2R . (130)
The other is the off-diagonal element δLL (δRR) ofM2LL (M2RR), which is normalized with the
averaged mass as
δLL ≡ (M
2
LL)1L,2L
m¯2LL
, δRR ≡ (M
2
RR)1R,2R
m¯2RR
. (131)
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By taking a leading order of the mass differences, (m21L−m22L) and (m21R−m22R), the coefficients
in Eqs. (126, 127, 128) become
C1 = − 11
108
δ2LL
m¯2LL
, (132)
C4 =
1
9
δLLδRR
m¯LLm¯RR
, (133)
C5 = − 5
27
δLLδRR
m¯LLm¯RR
. (134)
C˜1 is obtained with the replacement L → R in C1. In Section 4, we often use the expression
in the mass insertion method in estimating the bounds on the light sfermion masses. However,
Figs. 6-11 are obtained by making use of the exact coefficients given in Eqs. (126, 127, 128).
Since the above effective Lagrangian is obtained at the heavy-sfermion mass scale mD, we
must evolve it using RG equations to the hadronic scale µhad, where hadronic matrix elements
are evaluated. The coefficients at µhad are calculated at the one-loop level as follows [24]:
C1(µhad) = κ1C1(mD), (135)
C˜1(µhad) = κ1C˜1(mD), (136)
C4(µhad) = κ4C4(mD) +
1
3
(κ4 − κ5)C5(mD), (137)
C5(µhad) = κ5C5(mD), (138)
where
κ1 =
(
α3(mb)
α3(µhad)
)6/25 (
α3(mt)
α3(mb)
)6/23 (
α3(mg˜)
α3(mt)
)6/21 (
α3(mD)
α3(mg˜)
)−2/b3
, (139)
κ4 = κ
−4
1 , (140)
κ5 = κ
1/2
1 . (141)
Here, we have taken the hadronic scale µhad = 2 GeV according to Ref. [25] and assumed that
all the light sfermions and the gauginos decouple at the gluino mass scale for simplicity. b3 is
the coefficient of the one-loop beta function for the strong coupling between the gluino mass
mg˜ and the heavy-sfermion mass scale mD.
Instead of using the vacuum insertion approximation, we represent the hadronic matrix
elements of the renormalized operators O(µ) at the renormalization scale µ in terms of the
corresponding B parameters as follows:
〈K0|O1(µ)|K¯0〉 = 〈K0|O˜1(µ)|K¯0〉 = 1
3
mKf
2
KB1(µ), (142)
〈K0|O4(µ)|K¯0〉 = 1
4
(
mK
ms(µ) +md(µ)
)2
mKf
2
KB4(µ), (143)
〈K0|O5(µ)|K¯0〉 = 1
12
(
mK
ms(µ) +md(µ)
)2
mKf
2
KB5(µ), (144)
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where mK = 497.7 MeV, fK = 160 MeV, ms(2 GeV) = 125 MeV and md(2 GeV) = 7 MeV. In
our calculation, we use the following values for the B parameters obtained by lattice calculations
at µ = 2 GeV [34, 35]:
B1(µ = 2 GeV) = 0.60(6), (145)
B4(µ = 2 GeV) = 1.03(6), (146)
B5(µ = 2 GeV) = 0.73(10). (147)
We have now explained all the elements necessary for calculating the SUSY contribution to
the KL-KS mass difference,
∆mK,SUSY = −2Re〈K0|Leff |K¯0〉. (148)
Using them, we obtain constraints from ∆mK by imposing a condition that the SUSY contri-
bution does not saturate the experimental value,
2|〈K0|Leff |K¯0〉| < ∆mK = 3.49× 10−15 GeV, (149)
in the case where the δLL and δRR have no CP-violating phases. The constraints can be
expressed in a simple form using the mass insertion as follows:
δLL, RR <
m¯LL, RR
(25 ∼ 35) TeV , (150)
(δLLδRR)
1/2 <
(m¯LLm¯RR)
1/2
(150 ∼ 250) TeV . (151)
If δLL and/or δRR have CP-violating phases, there is another constraint from ǫK ,
1√
2∆mK
| Im〈K0|Leff |K¯0〉| < ǫK = 2.3× 10−3. (152)
The constraint is the severest when 〈K0|Leff |K¯0〉 is pure imaginary, and then the above con-
straint Eq. (152) is rewritten as
2|〈K0|Leff |K¯0〉| < 2
√
2ǫK∆mK = 6.5× 10−3∆mK . (153)
Thus, the constraints from ǫK can be severer than those from ∆mK by a factor of (2
√
2ǫK)
−1/2 ∼
12.4.
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